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Introduction

Welcome to marketing, where a downward trending line on a graph can call into question the existence of your 
department and the value your role brings to your company. Lucky for us, seemingly every last part of what we do 
can be measured. But because of that, the only thing worse than bad numbers is a complete absence of numbers 
because you’re not measuring anything. (You ARE measuring things, right??) 

Digital advertising performance is no different. Yes, we get information down to the digit that tells us which ads 
get clicks, but we don’t always know why. A/B testing can help to point us to better performing ads, but how do 
we get into the rhythm of consistently creating high-performing ads and campaigns? What we don’t want is to 
get into a position where numbers don’t demonstrate effectiveness and we’re not seeing a return on ad spend or 
else that weekly metrics meeting can start to feel like a performance review (and not a positive one). 

That’s more than enough fear, uncertainty, and doubt for this conversation. We all know that sinking feeling that 
comes with lackluster dashboard numbers, but the ability to measure just about everything means that the wins 
we generate show up just as vividly. How do we ensure that we’re launching campaigns that work?
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Better Ad Performance Through 
Account-Based Marketing

ABM Engages Buyers 
With Distinctive  
Experiences 
With increased confidence that you’re talking to the 
right audience, you can create experiences tailored to 
meet them where they are. You can focus on brand 
awareness or nurture already-informed prospects.  
At every step, you’re providing them with value and 
laying the groundwork for a future sale. 

ABM Is Scalable  
and Adaptable 
As you identify new prospects, they will have a logical 
starting place in your buying journey. And as changes 
emerge in your marketplace, ABM strategies are  
infinitely refinable.

An ABM-based strategy, executed through a True 
ABM platform, allows you to launch campaigns with 
more confidence. Whether you’re trying to convert 
prospects or get more renewals and upsells, ABM is 
the best way to get your message in front of the right 
people. If you’re already familiar with ABM and its  
advantages over traditional marketing approaches, 
skip ahead. But here’s a quick recap:

ABM is ICP-Centric 
A detailed definition of your ideal customer is critical 
and a True ABM platform will allow you to build  
segmentation lists based on the traits specific to your 
ICP. That means putting your ads in front of the people 
that are far more likely to make or influence a  
buying decision. 

ABM is Driven By Your 
First-Party Data 
Your CRM data is priceless. ABM turbocharges it with 
intent data and cross-referenced IP data to identify 
your prospects with what feels like pinpoint accuracy. 
No more generic lists and crossed fingers.

ABM More Reliably  
Generates Revenue 
By filling your prospect list with your ideal future  
customers, every lead that comes in has a higher  
probability of buying and renewing. Yes, you’ll get 
more opportunities and increase your close rate.  
Better yet, over time you’ll reap benefits in the form of  
recurring revenue. 
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How an ABM Platform’s Reach,  
Accuracy, and Fraud Prevention  
Can Impact Ad Performance

The best-designed and most carefully written ad  
messaging can flop if you’re not placing your ads with 
precision. And since all ABM platforms are most  
definitely not created equal, choosing a True ABM 
platform can help you control more variables.

Terminus offers more than 100+ ad networks to 
choose from when placing ads, including over 7,000 
private marketplace deals that no other ABM platform 
can access. Terminus is also the only ABM platform 
that includes premium channels for connected TV and 
audio. Combined with our much lower fraud rates and 
dynamic CPM, you save money while achieving  
better targeting. 

Since you’re putting in effort to create the best ads 
that you can, you should settle for nothing less than 
the best placement options. If your ad performance is 
disappointing, it’s time to consider a better solution. 

Other ABM  
Platforms

Reach 
(Unique Accounts) 74M 20M - 50M

Reach 
(Parent Companies) 2.8M 1.2M

Fraud Rate < 3% 8-20%

Brand Safety Rate 98% 60-80%
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B2B Advertising Performance: 
Benchmarks
Budget efficiency is more important than ever. And while the strength of your creative relies on factors like design 
and messaging, the placement of your ads plays a huge role. Benchmarks are useful in that over time, they  
provide a baseline that will help you gauge budget efficiency and creative performance. 

When considering benchmarks, seek out numbers specific to your industry, department, function, and even  
details like the size and format of your creative. Ultimately, success won’t be measured by these benchmarks. 
Rather, your success is measured by how your ads are helping you achieve business goals. Benchmarks simply 
help you track browsing behavior. 

Don’t fall into the trap of chasing numbers. Rather, compare your ad performance over time to see how you  
compare to these benchmarks. As you find your stride, you’ll be able to balance industry benchmarks with  
your real-world results. 
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Creative Type
When building your ad strategy, you’ll have four types of ads to choose from. Static ad inventory is plentiful, 
and costs are lowest among ad types. And as the name suggests, they are simple still images. While they have 
the lowest click through rate, their value for brand awareness remains. Animated ads cost a little more, but the 
eye-catching movement on the ad will stand out on a page with other static ads. HTML5 ads can also be  
animated, but offer the added benefit of being interactive. Remember that the availability of animated and  
HTML5 inventory will vary by publisher. Finally, video ads offer the best engagement but carry the largest  
price tag in terms of CPM. 

File Type CTR CPM

Static (JPG or PNG)
Typically easiest to deliver

.04%-.10% $10-$15

Animated (GIF)
Typically easiest to deliver

.10%-.20% $12-$18

HTML5
High Performance

.15%-.40% $12-$18

Video (MP4)
High-Impact content

.15%-.40% $15–$30

Audio (MP3)
Uninterrupted attention

N/A $20-$30

CTV (MP4, MOV)
High-Impact content

N/A $30-$50

Note: These benchmarks can vary based on factors like job function,industry, goals, and campaign run time
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Channel

Standard display ads are placed on website  
properties for all visitors to see, while IP-based ads 
will be served to your prospects regardless of the sites 
they visit (within reason). Retargeting ads work  
similarly to IP ads in that they are served to your  
customers/prospects who have interacted with you 
before. Note the strength of the click-through rate for 
retargeting ads. The strength of those rates leads to  
a higher cost to place, but a lower cost-per-click. 

LinkedIn ads are the most expensive of this set, but 
can be highly targeted based on numerous factors. 
They’re rivaled in performance by ads placed in your 
outgoing email signatures, and those email signature 
ads carry no cost for placement or clicks. 

Channel CTR CPM CPC

Standard  
Display .06%-.30% $10-$12 $5-$10

IP .04%-.25% $10-$12 $6-$11

Retargeting .20%-1.5% $12-$18 $3-$7

LinkedIn .50%-.60% $25-$30 $5-$10

Email Signature .50%-.80% N/A N/A
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Ad Format
970 x 250

160 x 600 300 x 600300 x 250

300 x 50

728 x 90

Size Avg CTR Avg CPM

970 X 250 px - Best Performing .18% $13 - $15

300 x 600 px - Best Performing .10% $13 - $15

300 x 250 px .08% $10 - $12

300 x 50 px .07% $11 - $13

728 x 90 px .06% $10 - $12

160 x 600 px .06% $10 - $12

All measurements are based on Pixels (px). Pixels is the unit of measurement most commonly used in terms  
of computer screen display.
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How to Make Better Ads The Anatomy  
of an Ad

Branding

An ABM-based strategy will get your ads in front of the right audience, but the content that you showcase 
with your ad designs still matters. Our experience has led us to these best practices for great ad creative.

Your digital display ads can be broken down  
into three elements: branding, messaging  
(including calls to action), and imagery. Each is a 
critical component, so you can’t afford to neglect 
any aspect of your ad creative.

Branding includes, but is not limited to, the use of 
your logo, brand colors, design motifs, and choices 
of typefaces or fonts. If you do not have a brand 
standards guide, your time would be well-spent 
in creating one. Adhering to your brand standards 
will help you present your audience with a  
consistent brand experience. 

Consistency is more than just good design.  
A buyer’s trust in a brand grows when they have  
a reliable and consistent experience with  
every interaction. While purchasing decisions 
have practical elements, emotions play into these 
decisions as well. The larger the cost of a  
product or service, the more emotions matter.  
A consistent brand experience fosters trust,  
making a large-ticket purchase an easier decision. 

As target accounts view your ads, your  
downloadable content, your website, and even  
elements like your business cards and email  
signatures, seamless design creates better  
experiences that lead to higher engagement and 
more conversions. Therefore, every element of 
your outward facing presence (online and offline) 
must be cohesive.

Branding

Messaging and 
Calls-to-Action

Imagery
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Messaging and Calls-to-Action

Don’ts

Don’t lean too heavily on jargon or acronyms that may not resonate with your audience,  
especially in broader brand awareness campaigns.

Don’t be too generic. Scale personalization with messaging that aligns to audience  
segmentation. You wouldn’t introduce yourself to an old friend. Treat your ad creative  
similarly when you are confident it’s being displayed to prospects who are familiar with  
your brand.

Don’t use assertive calls to action for campaigns focusing on the top of your funnel.  
When in doubt, “Learn More” is a great option.

Dos

Do be concise. Value propositions and CTAs should be clear without overcrowding an ad. 
This can be a challenge with smaller ad sizes. When in doubt, say less in an ad while enticing 
a reader to learn more on a landing page or in a downloadable resource. 

Do differentiate your messaging based on audience segmentation. If you’re confident that 
a segment knows your brand well enough, skip baseline information and jump into more  
specifics to increase engagement. 

Do use statistics, customer quotes, and other unique and impactful call outs.  
This demonstrates the effectiveness of your solution compared to competitors. 

Do align messaging with your campaign goals. Each piece of creative should fit within the 
context of your campaign and support your stated goals. Use this litmus test to eliminate 
messaging that’s out of place.
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Commonly Used CTA Phrases CTR Ranking Popularity Stage (Recommended)

RSVP now 1 1% All Stages

Get the report 2 1% Brand Awareness

Schedule a demo 3 1% Build Pipeline

Read more 4 1% Brand Awareness

Register 5 4% All Stages

Learn more 6 15% Brand Awareness

Sign up now 7 1% Build Pipeline

Watch the video 8 2% Brand Awareness

Check it out 9 1% Customer Retention

RSVP 10 1% All Stages

Read now 11 1% Brand Awareness

Get the guide 12 1% Customer Retention or Expansion

Download 13 1% Brand Awareness

Watch now 14 1% Build Pipeline

Register now 15 10% All Stages

See how 16 1% Customer Retention or Expansion

Register today 17 1% All Stages

Click here 18 1% Pipeline Acceleration

Buy now 19 1% Pipeline Acceleration

Download now 20 1% Brand Awareness

*Data based on survey of 1,000 tactics launched by Terminus customers.

Making the Call-to-Action

A quick, 2-3 word call to action will: 

1. Explain the action the reader should take.  
 This sets an expectation for the type of value you’re trying to deliver to a prospect.  
 Examples might include “Get Free Ebook,” “Book a Demo,” or “Read Whitepaper.” 

2. Meet the reader’s expectations. 
 If a prospect rewards you with a click, you need to deliver on the promise made in your CTA.  
 Any extra steps, wasted clicks, or hidden requirements slow down conversions and  
 can quickly turn off buyers.
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Typography

Headline:
 
Make your headline the largest 
and boldest text on your ad.

Subheading:
 
Using a slightly smaller font size 
and thinner weight tells your  
reader where to go next.

CTA: 
 
To highlight your CTA, contrast it 
with color, font weight, and even 
capitalization.

Illustrations
Illustrations can provide a new custom look that stands out from competition. But be careful to match the  
illustration style you choose with your brand guidelines, and the personality or tone of your brand. When  
choosing between illustrations and stock photos, consider your audience demographics. Older audiences tend  
to relate more with photography. And if you choose illustration, go for animated illustrations when able as  
they generally perform better.
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Types of Imagery
In Terminus-launched ads, graphics were a more popular choice compared to photos. However, photos, and  
specifically photos of people, had the top spot in click through rankings. Custom photography and stock images 
may introduce costs to your ad campaigns, but their performance should be considered.

Image Type CTR Ranking Popularity

People 1 30%

Graphics 2 52%

Photos 3 5%

None 4 13%

People Graphics Photo None

Photographs of people  
or one person

Illustrations or  
vector images.

Photographs of places  
or things that do not 

 include people

No Imagery  
present

*Data based on survey of 5,000 tactics launched by Terminus customers.
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Use of Color
In examining the performance of 5,000 tactics launched by Terminus customers, we discovered that the 
choice of color matters. For background colors, blue, black, and green were the top performers. And while 
white was used most commonly, it had the worst click-through numbers.

CTA colors matter too. Green has proven to be a popular choice and top performer. And although white does 
not perform well as a background color, it serves well as a CTA color (especially up against bright and bold 
background colors).

Background Color

Most Popular Colors
White, Black, and Green

Top Performing Colors
Blue, Black, and Green

(Bright and bold colors typically outperform)

Color CTR Ranking Popularity

Blue 1 13%

Black 2 16%

Green 3 16%

Orange 4 2%

Pink 5 3%

Grey 6 14%

Purple 7 12%

Red 8 2%

White 9 22%

*Data based on survey of 5,000 tactics launched by Terminus customers.
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Color Popularity CTR Ranking

Green 12% 1

White 12% 2

Orange 19% 3

Pink 4% 4

Red 7% 5

Yellow 9% 6

Blue 19% 7

Teal 4% 8

Grey 3% 9

Black 4% 10

Purple 7% 11

*Data based on survey of 1,000 tactics launched by Terminus customers.

CTA Button Color
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In Summary

You’d be excused for feeling overwhelmed after  
digesting this guide. While digital advertising is only 
a component of your B2B marketing world, the ease 
with which its analyzed makes it possible to  
demonstrate spend efficiency and ROI. Resist the  
urge to treat these benchmarks as numbers to attain; 
remember that you can use these numbers to track 
your progression over time to see how you are  
performing. 

When you place ads on the right ABM platform, you 
may find that these numbers are minimums and not 
high-water marks. A True ABM platform can create 
more efficient and effective ad targeting. Best  
practices are great for helping you take a first step,  
but the only way to get better is to continue  
practicing. Keep testing new channels, new  
messaging, and use what you learn to adapt and grow. 
When you hit a dead end, don’t hesitate to call in an 
ABM expert. Outside perspective can breathe life into 
your ad strategy. And as you can see from this guide, 
we know a few things about digital ads. If you need an 
ABM partner to scale your strategy effectively,  
Terminus is here to help. 
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